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FACE THE NATION 

 

01/06/08 1) Interview with Senator John McCain.  Topics include: the resurgence of his campaign; 

reaction to former Governor Mitt Romney’s claim that he is the candidate of change and 

speculation as to how his new attack strategy will work; the value of independent voters; 

his favorable sentiment regarding Senator Barack Obama; the importance of military 

experience in the campaign; explanation of his recent comments regarding the need to 

keep American troops in Iraq for as long as necessary / assessment as to the current state 

of Iraq; his view on what amnesty is for illegal aliens / the need to secure America’s 

borders; position regarding former Governor Mike Huckabee and what is needed to win 

in South Carolina; the possibility of New York City Mayor Mike Bloomberg entering the 

presidential race as an independent 

2) Campaign Quick Check with Jim Axelrod and Dean Reynolds.  Topics include: 

changes in Senator Hillary Clinton’s campaign to show a more open and transparent 

candidate; Senator Barack Obama’s ability to turn a political event into almost 

entertainment / speculation as to what the Obama campaign expects from the Clinton 

campaign / Obama’s ability to play off of the criticism Clinton receives from the media; 

the public’s negative perception of President Bill Clinton’s role in Clinton’s campaign; 

the value of Oprah Winfrey’s endorsement of Obama and whether or not she will make 

another appearance for him; the belief that former Senator John Edwards will run out of 

money; Obama’s hope that his victories will be evidence enough of his electibility and 

will convince African-American voters to vote for him 

Guests: Senator John McCain (R-AZ), 2008 Presidential Candidate (1); Jim Axelrod, 

CBS News Correspondent (2); Dean Reynolds, CBS News Correspondent (3) 

 

01/13/08 1) Interview with Mitt Romney.  Topics include: speculation as to the outcome and the 

significance of winning the Michigan primary; the current economic situation in Michigan 

and its possible effect on the rest of the United States / the state of the automotive 

industry / opposition to the recently passed mandate to improve fuel economy on cars due 

to the lack of help from the federal government / the need to invest in technology and 

research and the development of new products as a possible solution; reaction to Mike 

Huckabee’s claim that he operated a leveraged buyout company / his experience as a 

businessman in the private sector and the advantage that gives him over the other 

candidates; opposition to Mike Huckabee’s political advertisements claiming he cut taxes 

when he was governor of Arkansas 

2) Interview with Mike Huckabee.  Topics include: the recession in Michigan and the 

importance of manufacturing to America / the need to enforce free trade agreements; 

criticism of the current United States tax system and support for a fair tax system based 

on consumption / his plans to stimulate the economy should he win the election; reaction 

to Mitt Romney’s criticism of his political advertisements stating that he cut taxes in 

Arkansas / accomplishments as governor of Arkansas / assertion that he is better qualified 

to fix the problems in Michigan because of his success in Arkansas; the Michigan 

primary; his positive relationship with Senator John McCain 

Guests: Mitt Romney (R-MA), former Massachusetts Governor and 2008 Presidential 

Candidate (1); Mike Huckabee (R-AR), former Arkansas Governor and 2008 Presidential 

Candidate (2) 
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FACE THE NATION (continued) 

 

01/20/08 1) Interview with former Senator John Edwards.  Topics include: the status of his 

campaign; Senator Hillary Clinton and Senator Barack Obama as candidates; his political 

strategy / the meaning behind a “leaked” strategy memo characterizing Senators Clinton 

and Obama as celebrity candidates; the significance of super Tuesday; Senator John 

McCain as the likely Republican opponent; the perception of a focus on the factor of race 

in the Clinton and Obama campaigns 

2) Interview with David Axelrod and Howard Wolfson.  Topics include: Senator 

Clinton’s victory in Nevada / a breakdown of the results of the Nevada primary / the 

strong Latino vote for Senator Clinton; the accomplishments of Senator Obama / the 

political message each candidate hopes to convey / President Bill Clinton’s role in 

Senator Clinton’s campaign 

3) Campaign quick check with Roger Simon.  Topics include: the need for Obama to win 

South Carolina / the notion of a race issue between Clinton and Obama / the importance 

of the Florida primary for Senator John McCain and Rudy Giuliani / Fred Thompson and 

Mike Huckabee as candidates 

Guests: John Edwards (D-NC), 2008 Presidential Candidate (1); Howard Wolfson, 

Senator Hillary Clinton’s Communications Director (2); David Axelrod, Senator Barack 

Obama’s Political Director (2); Roger Simon, Politico.com (3) 

 

01/27/08 1) Interview with Rudy Giuliani.  Topics include: the status of his campaign / the 

importance of the Florida primary and his claim that he will win, even though poll results 

show him running third / his campaign’s decision to concentrate on the Florida primary; 

the Giuliani tax plan / the Giuliani catastrophic insurance fund; reaction to Senator John 

McCain receiving the endorsement of The New York Times and top Florida Republicans 

/ response to the style of the endorsement  in The New York Times, which called former 

Mayor Giuliani arrogant and vindictive 

2) Interview with Senator Hillary Clinton.  Topics include: what she learned from her loss 

in the South Carolina primary; reaction to Senator Obama’s claim that she and Bill 

Clinton’s type of partisanship is bad for both the Democrats and the United States; 

response to South Carolina Congressman James Clyburn’s call for a change in the tenor 

of the rest of the campaign / the recent controversy regarding comments made by Bill 

Clinton in South Carolina and his ongoing role in the campaign; Caroline Kennedy’s 

endorsement of Senator Barack Obama 

Guests: Rudy Giuliani (R-NY), 2008 Presidential Candidate (1); Senator Hillary Clinton 

(D-NY), 2008 Presidential Candidate (2) 
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60 MINUTES 

 

01/06/08 “President Musharraf” - an interview with Pakistan’s President Pervez Musharraf 

regarding the assassination of his chief political rival, Benazir Bhutto. (C: Lara Logan - P: 

Harry A. Radliffe II / Max McClellan) 

“The Executioner” - an interview/profile of John Martorano, the infamous triggerman 

for Boston’s Winter Hill Gang.  Recently released after serving twelve years in prison, 

Martorano became a government witness in 1995, when he learned that his partners, 

James “Whitey” Bulger and Stevie “the Rifleman” Flemmi had broken his code of loyalty 

and were top-level FBI informants. (C: Steve Kroft - P: Tanya Simon) 

“Roger Clemens” - an interview with baseball pitching great Roger Clemens, his first 

since the release of George Mitchell’s report on steroid use in major league baseball.   In 

that report, Clemens is accused by his former trainer, Brian McNamee, as having used 

performance enhancing drugs -- something Clemens denies. (C: Mike Wallace - P: Robert 

G. Anderson, Casey Morgan) 

Andy Rooney Topic: “Andy Ponders Presidential Names” - Andy wonders: what’s in a 

name? 

 

01/13/08 “The King of Sushi” - A report on how the growing demand for bluefin tuna, highly 

coveted in Japan and the rest of the world as the ultimate taste experience in sushi, is 

impacting the traditional fishing industry in the Mediterranean.  Needing to supply the 

demand, high-tech fishing methods are being used, which ultimately threaten to endanger 

the species.  Includes interviews with Harvard University professor Ted Bestor and 

Roberto Mielgo.  (C: Bob Simon - P: Michael H. Gavshon, Drew Magratten) 

“The War Against Women” - A report on the ongoing civil war in the Democratic 

Republic of Congo, where rape is being used as a weapon of war against women and 

children.  Among those interviewed are Dr. Denis Mukwege, director of the Panzi 

Hospital; Anneka Van Woudenberg, senior Congo researcher at Human Rights Watch; 

Lucienne M’Maroyhi, a survivor; and Judithe Registre of Women For Women.  (C: 

Anderson Cooper - P: Michael H. Gavshon, Drew Magratten) 

“The Face Behind facebook” - an interview/profile of Mark Zuckerberg, the twenty-

three year old founder of facebook, the second-most popular social networking site on the 

Internet.  Includes interviews with Kara Swisher, former writer for The Wall Street 

Journal and creator of the blog, “All Things Digital”; and Charlene Li, an analyst at 

Forrester Research.  (C: Lesley Stahl - P: Shachar Bar-On) 

Andy Rooney Topic: “Andy's Umbrella Appreciation” - Is the umbrella an 

underappreciated invention? 

 

01/20/08 PREEMPTION 
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60 MINUTES (continued) 

 

01/27/08 “House of Cards” - a report on the United States subprime mortgage crisis, in which 

banks loaned hundreds of billions of dollars to home buyers who are unable to pay them 

back.  Wall Street took the risky debt, dressed it up as fancy securities and sold them 

around the world as safe investments.  Among those interviewed are real estate agent 

Kevin Moran and Jim Grant, editor of Grant’s Interest Rate Observer.  (C: Steve Kroft - 

P: L. Franklin Devine, Jennifer MacDonald) 

“Saddam’s Confessions” - an interview with FBI Agent George Piro, who won the 

confidence of Saddam Hussein and got the truth out of him during a seven-month 

interrogation before the Iraqi dictator went to trial and eventually, the gallows.  Includes 

comments by FBI Assistant Director Joe Persichini.  (C: Scott Pelley - P: Henry Schuster) 

DOUBLE-LENGTH SEGMENT 

Andy Rooney Topic: “Andy On The Recession” - Andy on economic tough times and 

memories of the Depression 

 

48 HOURS MYSTERY 

 

01/01/08 48 HOURS MYSTERY: “Right Or Wrong” - Susan Wright, a 27-year-old stay-at-

home mother from Houston, Texas stabbed her husband, Jeff, 193 times. She claims she 

was a victim of domestic abuse and that on Jan. 13, 2003, her husband attacked her with a 

knife and she fought back in self-defense. Prosecutors charged that she was a cold 

blooded killer who lured her husband to bed with the promise of sex, tied him up and then 

brutally murdered him. They questioned why it took Susan five days to report the crime; 

why she buried Jeff’s body in the backyard; and why she tried to clean up evidence of the 

death. A jury found Susan Wright guilty of murder and sentenced her to 25 years in 

prison. Includes interviews with: Susan’s sister, Cindy Stewart; the victim’s father, Ron 

Wright and his brother, Ron Wright Jr.; prosecutor Kelly Seigler; and attorneys for the 

defense Neal Davis and Richard “Racehorse” Haynes. Segment titles: “Buried Secrets”; 

“Night Of Terror”; “Family Portrait”; “Disorder In Court”; “Final Secret” (C: Richard 

Schlesinger - P: Marc Goldbaum, Paul LaRosa, Jenna Jackson) (Sr. P: “Right Or 

Wrong?”: Katie Boyle) (OAD: 04/24/04 - includes an update to the first rebroadcast 

(07/23/05), which itself included an update.) 

 

01/05/08 48 HOURS MYSTERY: “Death Without Mercy” - On November 29, 2005, firemen 

put out a fire in a house in Morgantown, West Virginia -- and discovered in a bedroom 

the charred remains of Jimmy Michael, who lived there with his second wife Shelly, a 

registered nurse. A medical examiner’s report found that Jimmy was dead before the 

blaze had even started, and that he had been injected with a lethal dose of a drug called 

rocuronium, used in hospital procedures when doctors need to temporarily paralyze 

muscles.  Police investigation led to the arrest of Shelly Michael for the murder of her 

husband.  At her trial, the jury found her guilty of first degree murder, but included a 

recommendation of mercy. She will be eligible for parole in 2027. Among those 

interviewed are: Shelly Michael; Paul Mezzanotte, Morgantown police detective; 

Stephanie Estel, first wife of Jimmy Michael; Dennis and Ruth Michael, parents of Jimmy 

Michael (C: Susan Spencer - P: Tim Gorin) 

 

01/12/08 PREEMPTION 
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48 HOURS MYSTERY (continued) 

 

01/19/08 48 HOURS MYSTERY: “Secrets of Palm Beach” - a report about the murder of Linda 

Fishman, a wealthy widow found murdered in her Florida home. The childless woman 

had always been known for her generosity and at first it was suspected that her nephew 

was responsible for the crime. As the investigation continued, police learned that there 

was no shortage of men in the life of  Linda Fishman -- a financially strapped nephew, a 

former lover, a registered sex offender. Police were stymied, until an anonymous letter 

made them aware of Frederick Kretzmer, a man with whom Linda had had a relationship. 

After their breakup he joined the Navy, served time in prison, then resurfaced and he 

looked up an old girlfriend, Gissele Ospina. It was she who wrote the anonymous letter 

giving detectives their break. Kretzmer gave a full confession in open court and was 

sentenced to 20 years in prison. Included are interviews with Fishman’s nephew, Michael 

Jamrock; Police Officers Eric Keith, Tim McCabe, Richard Loundsbury, Kenneth Buss; 

prosecutor Angela Miller; Kretzmer’s former roommate Mario Segura; former girlfriend 

Gissele Ospina. (C: Troy Roberts - P: Mary Noonan Robichaux) 

 

01/22/08 48 HOURS MYSTERY: “In Too Deep” - An account of the investigation into the 

August 2005 murder and mutilation of 21-year-old Jennifer Cave in Austin, Texas, in the 

apartment of her friend Colton Pitonyak.  Pitonyak was tried for the murder, found guilty 

and sentenced to 55 years. Laura Hall, Pitonyak’s girlfriend, admitted that she had gone to 

his apartment, at his request, right after the murder -- but claims that she did not know that 

she was going to be confronted there with a dead body in the bathtub. She then -- out of 

fear for her own life, she says -- drove Pitonyak, at his insistence, to Mexico.  After their 

arrest in Mexico, Hall was interrogated, charged with hindering the apprehension of 

Pitonyak.  In his testimony at his own trial, Pitonyak implied that Hall took part in the 

dismemberment of Jennifer Cave’s body after her death.  The prosecution afterwards 

came up with witnesses who said that Laura told them that she was involved in the 

dismemberment. Put on trial for that, and for helping Pitonyak escape, she was found 

guilty and sentenced to five years in prison. She is appealing her conviction.  Includes 

interviews with: Laura Hall; Sharon and Jim Cave, Jennifer’s parents; Bill Bishop, Travis 

County prosecutor; Loren and Carol Hall, Laura’s parents; Joe James Sawyer, Laura 

Hall’s attorney (C: Maureen Maher - P: Chuck Stevenson, Jenna Jackson) 

 

01/26/08 48 HOURS MYSTERY: “Lost in Paradise” (9:00-10:00p) - on October 14, 1976, 

Deborah Gardner, a young Peace Corps worker from Tacoma, Washington, was murdered 

while on assignment in the South Pacific island nation of Tonga. Dennis Priven, a 24-

year-old fellow Peace Corps worker from Brooklyn, N.Y., who appeared to be obsessed 

with Gardner, was charged by Tongan police. At his trial, Priven faced death by hanging 

if found guilty. His attorney argued that he was a paranoid schizophrenic and was 

therefore not guilty by reason of insanity. A Tongan jury agreed, but with no Tongan 

facilities available to treat Priven, Peace Corps officials and State Department officials 

arranged for him to be returned to the U.S., where they promised he would be admitted to 

a psychiatric institution. Having returned to the U.S., the Peace Corps learned that they 

had no legal authority over Priven. A psychiatrist who examined Priven said that the 

murder was committed during a psychotic episode and that he was no longer a threat to 

anyone. With that diagnosis, Priven was free and returned to Brooklyn. Includes an 

interview with Philip Weiss, author of “American Taboo” and with other Peace Corps 

volunteers.(C: Susan Spencer - P: Lisa Freed) No individual segment titles are used in this 

episode. (OAD: 10/23/04 as “American Taboo”; rebroadcast on 06/18/05 as “Lost In 

Paradise”) 
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48 HOURS MYSTERY (continued) 

 

01/26/08 48 HOURS MYSTERY: “Fight For The Truth” (10:00-11:00p) - a followup to 

“Prime Suspect” (OAD: 04/07/04, updated 03/12/05 and 07/15/06), a report on Marty 

Tankleff, who as a 17-year-old, was convicted of murdering his adoptive parents Seymour 

and Arlene Tankleff in their Bell Terre, Long Island home.  Marty initially confessed, but 

quickly recanted.  He has fought for years for his innocence, especially as new witnesses 

have surfaced who could potentially exonerate him.  On December 19, 2007, 17 years 

after Marty went to prison, the Court overturned his conviction and he was released, 

pending a new trial.   Just six days after his release, the Suffolk County D.A. announced 

he intended to drop all charges and it was announced the prosecution against Mary 

Tankleff was over.  Marty’s celebration is tempered by the fact that New York’s governor 

has asked for a special prosecutor to investigate the case; in the meantime, he is a free 

man, about to start college.  Included are interviews with several key witnesses in the 

case: James McCready, the lead detective; Assistant District Attorney Leonard Lato; 

Tankleff’s investigator Jay Salpeter, who took the case on a pro bono basis; and Richard 

Ofshe, an expert in interrogation tactics who believes in Tankleff’s innocence. (C: Erin 

Moriarty - P: Gail Abbott Zimmerman) 

 

01/29/08 48 HOURS MYSTERY: “Trigger Point” - In May 2004, Jenny Eisenman, an 

elementary school teacher and mother from Houston, Texas, shot and killed her estranged 

husband Drew in her apartment.  She claimed that she had suffered abuse at the hands of 

her husband for years and that the shooting was in self-defense.  However, based on her 

erratic behavior and her own confession just hours after the crime had occurred, 

prosecutors believed that Jenny was a woman scorned and had shot her husband out of 

anger.  Prosecutors questioned why immediately after she had shot Drew, she went 

shopping at Wal-Mart, where she purchased several suspicious items; why she cleaned 

and made repairs to her apartment before police arrived; why Drew’s body was placed in 

a storage bin and dragged outside; and why hours went by before she dialed 911.  Based 

on testimony and the fact that her defense attorney never called an expert in domestic 

violence, Jenny was found guilty of murder and sentenced to 23 years in prison.  After the 

trial, Correspondent Richard Schlesinger met with seven members of the jury, who stated 

that had they been permitted to hear testimony regarding her life with Drew, it may have 

affected the outcome.  Among those interviewed are: Detectives Larry Davis and Mark 

Reynolds; Mia Magness, assistant district attorney in Harris County, Texas; Ron Watson, 

Jenny and Drew’s friend who claimed that Drew confessed to abusing Jenny; Shelby 

Moore, a law professor and expert in domestic violence; Vonda and Jim Harvey, Jenny’s 

parents: and Drew’s parents, Tom and Becky Eisenman.  (C: Richard Schlesinger - P: 

Jenna Jackson, Marcelena Spencer) 
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CBS NEWS SPECIAL BROADCASTS 

 

01/20/08 CBS NEWS SPECIAL PRESENTATION: “The Age of Warming” - A review of the 

evidence and impact of global warming, as reported in three previously-aired 60 

MINUTES segments: (1) “The Age of Warming” - a visit to Antarctica, where glaciers 

are melting and whole colonies of penguins are disappearing. Includes interviews with 

Gino Casassa, glaciologist; Sue and Wayne Trivelpiece, American biologists; Paul 

Mayeweski, Director of the Climate Change Institute at the University of Maine (OAD: 

04/01/07); (2) “Global Warning!” - a visit to the Arctic, where the glaciers are also 

melting, causing rising sea levels and more powerful hurricanes, and the polar bear is 

threatened with extinction.  Includes interviews with: Bob Corell, an authority on climate 

change; Carl Boggild, a glaciologist; Paul Mayewski, University of Maine; and Nick 

Lunn, a Canadian scientist (OAD: 02/19/06); (3) “Rewriting The Science” - an interview 

with James Hansen, NASA’s top scientist studying the climate, who believes that global 

warming is accelerating, and who accuses the Bush administration of restricting what he 

can say about global warming.  Also interviewed are Ralph Cicerone, president of the 

National Academy of Sciences; and Rick Piltz, of the Federal Climate Change Science 

program (OAD: 03/19/06) 

 

01/28/08 CBS NEWS SPECIAL REPORT: “State Of The Union 2008" - live broadcast of 

President George W. Bush’s State of The Union Address to a joint session of Congress, 

followed by the Democratic response by Governor Kathleen Sebelius of Kansas.  CBS 

Correspondents: Katie Couric (anchor, D.C. studio); Bob Schieffer, Jim Axelrod, Chip 

Reid. Consultant: Douglas Brinkley, Presidential historian 

 

 

* * * 

 

 


